same things as traditional cameras, but also to fit in a shirt pocket, be able to upload photos immediately to a sharing site, and cost $10.)
The effects of miniaturization have caused some compromises and limitations to the capabilities of mobile cameras. However, the same miniaturization has resulted in staggering computational power in handheld devices-power that will only continue to increase. This power can be put use via computational photography, whereby optics are replaced by computation that is not limited by (but rather is enhanced by) increasing miniaturization. With computational photography applied in a mobile setting-i.e., mobile computational photography-the capabilities of traditional cameras can be had in a mobile form factor.
Replacing optics with computation requires a computational representation of the light in a scene. Capturing the light in a scene, or taking its fingerprint, such that it is amenable to computational representation requires capturing the 4-D radiance, i.e., the intensity of all rays as a 4-D array. This representation of light is then manipulated and transformed in purely digital form. Focusing can now be done with a digital lens algorithmically rather than optically, and bulky camera optics can be completely eliminated. This model of computational photography has been realized recently in the form of plenoptic (or integral) cameras, although the ideas originated at the beginning of the 20 th century. Plenoptic cameras have already demonstrated that optical camera settings such as focus and aperture can be applied computationally-after the original image has been captured-and in infinite variety. The power and capabilities of mobile computational photography thus depend on the power and capabilities of computing devices, which portends an exciting future for these devices as they become smaller yet more capable.
Advances in mobile computational photography will be fueled by the enormous market for cameras in mobile devices and will enable new and coordinated advances in technologies including optics, sensors, electronics, image processing, computational approaches, and more. Accordingly, the Conference on Mobile Computational Photography was initiated for the 2013 Electronic Imaging Symposium in order to publicly recognize the importance of this new field and to provide a forum for practitioners and researchers in constituent fields to mobile computational photography to share their results. In addition to the usual conference presentations, the 2013 Mobile Computational Photography conference includes a "focal track" of peer-reviewed papers that appear in a special section of the Journal of Electronic Imaging.
Many of the capabilities of mobile computational photography will likely leverage plenoptic (i.e., lightfield) camera capabilities. In the mobile setting, these will need to be built using micro-optic techniques, either arrays of miniaturized cameras or with arrays of microlenses. Wafer-level cameras, built using semiconductor processes, will become a key sensor technology. In their paper "Resolution and sensitivity of wafer-level multi-aperture cameras," Oberdörster and Lensch 1 present an analysis of some of the ensemble optical properties of wafer-level cameras, with particular attention to controlling aberrations.
Algorithmically, obtaining large-camera capabilities out of mobile computational platforms (particularly those based on plenoptic camera ideas) will require new processing approaches and algorithms. As advances in plenoptic rendering continue to be made, being able to effectively estimate depth (disparity) in a scene is emerging as a critical need. Krishnamurthy and Rastogi 2 develop an approach to depth estimation that is particularly well-suited to plenoptic imagery in their paper "Refinement of depth maps by fusion of multiple estimates."
On the one hand, mobile computational photography is about cameras. But these devices are much more than simply cameras: they are multipurpose mobile computing platforms that include technological features such as GPS, accelerometers, touch screens, etc. Many of these technologies can be leveraged and brought to help provide higher quality (and innovative) photographic capabilities. One such application is presented by Šindelář and Šroubek.
3 Their paper "Image deblurring in smartphone devices using built-in inertial measurement sensors" uses the accelerometers and gyroscopes in a smartphone to determine the motion trajectory while a photo is taken, allowing the blur caused by that motion to be removed from the picture.
Finally, in considering a hand-held device as a powerful computational imaging platform one can also consider other capabilities to add to the device to provide a more compelling user experience, such as a projector. In the paper "Compensating specular highlights for non-Lambertian projection surfaces," Kao et al. 4 describe a portable platform that includes both camera and projector. With these two devices in the same platform, the camera can be used in closedloop fashion to correct (and augment) the projected image. In this paper, Kao et al. address the issue of compensating for specular highlights in particular.
We began this editorial with the observation that today photography is mobile photography. We conclude by predicting that in a few years, photography will be mobile computational photography. The Mobile Computational Photography conference (and the corresponding special section in JEI) devoted to this important field will grow and flourish with it, and we can look forward to many exciting innovations in many different areas. As miniaturization of optics continues, there will need to be different approaches to dealing with noise and the diffraction limit, both optically and computationally. Increasing sensor density, sensor size, and wafer-level optics will allow new modes and mechanisms for lightfield capture. The ever-increasing availability of computational power on mobile platforms (in the forms of CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs) will enable new modes of image processing. The mobile platform will also provide new opportunities for tighter integration of capture and processing. As increasingly sophisticated photographic capabilities are placed in the hands of ever more people, the creative impact of mobile computational photography will likely be even more profound than the technological impact. We look forward to future years of exciting new results in these (and many other) areas in mobile computational photography.
